
floravi Personal Stimulator
Lotus

For more information, visit our website floravi.com

Presentation
Floravi’s Personal Stimulator offers a superior technology and an innovative design. The air pulsations stimulate the female 
external erogenous zones, helping to prevent numbness and loss of feeling. This product is designed to offer women the 
ultimate stimulation.

How To Use
• Step 1  

Clean your stimulator with an antibacterial cleanser, such as Steri-clean.

• Step 2  
To activate the stimulator, press and hold the power button for 3 seconds until the light appears.

• Step 3  
To navigate between the 7 levels of intensity, press the button.

• Step 4  
To turn off the stimulator, press and hold the power button for 3 seconds until the light disappears

Some Tips
When using the stimulator it is suggested to use a water-based lubricant such as Floravi helps optimize 
the comfort and enhances the experience. You can easily recharge your stimulator using a USB socket 
and connect the cable to the two magnetic points of the intimate accessory.

The clitoris is the area where a lot of women prefer to use this kind of stimulation. That being said, the 
nipples or any other sensitive and erogenous section of the body can be explored.

You can easily recharge your stimulator using a USB socket and connect the cable to the two magnetic 
points of the intimate accessory.

Maintenance
Before and after each use, it is recommended to properly clean the 
stimulator by using a specialized cleaner such as Floravi Steri-clean. 
Always store your stimulator in its original storage pouch or in a place 
protected from dust and at room temperature. It is not recommended 
to share your stimulator with others.

Specs
• Made of hypoallergenic silicone

• 7 levels of intensity

• Fully waterproof

• Magnetic charge via USB cable

• Compact, perfect on-the-go

• Includes a travel pouch


